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I.

I1~RODUCTION

Since the first high temperature stage for transmission electron
microscopes Has described in 1958(l) there have been only a fe'IV hot stage
·"i'

(2 6)
experiments reported. · -

The first described the annealing out of

2
dislocation loops by climb in aluminum( ) and this technig_ue ,Has subseg_uently-extended to studying the effects of magnesium additions on the·
climb rate.(5, 6 )

These kinetic measurements enable the self-diffusion

ac·civation energy to be determined and also the binding .energy between ·
vacancies and solutes to be estimated.

Only two papers utilizing this

technig_ue appear to have been published on phase transformations) both
of which were concerned with nucleation and growth processes in Al-Cu(J)

4

and Al-Ag. ( )

The rates of dissolut.ion of precipitates were measured

using movie techniques by which the activation energies for diffusion
and the diffusion coefficients.were estimated.
It is somewhat surprising that hot ·stage electron microscopy has
not received wider attention.

Experimentally}·the technig_ue is a little

more difficult than. normal microscopy and often. necessitates at least
two persons to carry out the observations} but this is not an overwhelming
objection.

The possibilities for hot stage work are enormous and it is

very exciting to observe directly solid state.phenomena such as dislocation climb} and phase transformations • . The educational aspects are not
to be neglected and it is a measure of the remarkable progress that has
.

.. ~

.

'

been made over the past eight years that now, in ciass, it is possible to.
show students dynamic phenomena iaking place inside solids.
geneous precipitation at lattice defects has been.recorded

Even heteroan~

many of

the theoretical predictions concerning nucleation and growth have been
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confirmed.
The electron microscope is unig_ue· in that it is the only technig_ue
which enables us to see inside solids and is thus preferred over thermionic emission or light microscopy which reveals only surfaces.

Dynamical

changes due to temperature which occur both at surfaces and inside the
material can thus be observed directly.
objections.

However, there are also possible

Since specimens have to be very thin (less than lJ..t) to be

electron transparent one is dealing with .essentially a two-dimensional
'object so that surface diffusion becomes important.

Thus, what one sees

in such specimens.may not be typical of bulk behavior.

However, any·

single technig_ue does/ not give the' complete answer to a problem and has
to be used in conjunction with others.
Althotigh papers are available describing hot stages and· some
applications (refs.

1-9), a detailed analysis of procedures, contrast

changes, etc., has not yet been set down in print..

The invitation to

prepare this paper has afforded- me such a.n opportunity and it is hoped
that, as a result, metallographers will be enticed to use the technig_ue
more often.
Some of the factors that need to be/considered here include l)
temperature measurements, 2) coping ·vli th all the changes that oc~ur on
.heating, such as contrast, specimen drift, beam drift, etc., and problems
of interpretation, 3) contamination problems, and 4) recognizing possible
surface effects and effects not representative:of bulk behavior.
II.

HIGH TEMPERATURE STAGES ·,

Standard, nontilting, hot stages are available with most of the

-3mociern electron microscopes and enable object temperatures of up to
1000°C to be attained.

Little is known of the relative performances of

each type of stage and most of the author's experience has been lvi th an
experimental stage(l, 3) and the standard stage for use vli th Siemens
Elmislwp I microscopes.
All commercial hot stages are designed on the furnace principle
and the specimen is not heated directly.

It is very important that

·the design be such that rapid changes in temperature can be effected,
because many dynamic processes occur so rapidly it may be impossible to
carry out an experiment if the heating up or cooling down times are long,
i.e., for furnaces ,that are thermally massive.

There are thus advan.
( 1)
tages in experimental stages, such as that described by Whelan.
In
this type of stage the specimen is mounted on a heating grid consisting
of a 75 mesh screen of stainless steel which hangs freely in the cartridge.

Thus, as soon as current passes through the grid the specimen

heats up very rapidly and conversely when the current is switched off
the specimen coqls rapidly.

With such a stage it was possible to solution

heat treat foils of Al-Cu alloys in the inicrosc0pe. ( 3 )

Over the past

feH years we have used the standard manuf-acturer's stage in the Siemens
.

.

Elrniskop I ivhich has proved to be very satisfactory.

The heating and

cooling responses of this stage are described in section III.
Figure 1 is. a cross section of the Siemens hot stage specimen

:~

cartridge shov1ing the various features.

The

specimen is placed above

the Pt cap and the arrangement inside the furnace is such that the

...

'1

object reaches the same temperature as the screw cap.

The Pt-Ir furnace

is insulated. from the cartridge with a ceramic piece which is g_uite

-4delicate.
times.

It is very important to handle the stage with care at all

The pressure spring 1 ensures that all the parts keep fitted

together during expansion on heating.

In order to avoid setting up

interference fields which modify the field of the objective lens, the
heating coil is bi-filar wound and is insulated with alumina.

The heater

leads are vrelded to tivo platinum contacts so that the heating probe'
Hhich fits in place of the stereo drive on the front of the column
(see Fig. 2) makes electrical contact to the heater when in the inserted
position.

Because of this feature the stage is not tiltable.

The

constant power to the furnace (0-12V, 1 amp. max.) is calibrated such
that the input power can be used to measure the temperature.

This is

described in section III .

.

During heating of the

s~ecimen,

because of thermal expansion, the

object -vrill be observed to move so that the operator must keep the
~

specimen translation controls adjusted in order to observe continuously
the same area.

For the rotation-symmetrical construction of the cart-

ridge, most of the movement takes place along the optic axis, i.e.
the magnification incr·eases. This amounts to about

at 1000°C so that
.

/

focusing adjustments must also be made.

5%

If the furnace wfndings set up

interference fields in the objective pole-piece, beam deflections may
also occur.

Thus, in practice the· following microscope adjustments may
\

have to be continuously made, in addition to maintaining the contrast
constant (as will be described in section VII):
1.

Position of specimen adjusted by translators

2.

Focus of objective lens

3.

Centering the beam with condenser translators

.

'
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Conseq_uently, it is very helpful to have two persons working
together during hot sta.ge experiments.
mounting
i

''

sp~cimens

The particular procedures for
'

/

.

in the heater cartridge and f.or inserting ana removlng

'-.$

cartridges and heater probes on the microscope are described in detail
in the manufacturer's instruction manuals.
carefully.

These should be followed

Individually constructed stages will all be slightly differ-

ent and have their own idiosyncrasies and the advice of the designers
should be sought 'lvith regard to the most efficient way of using them.
There have been many stages described in the literature, in particular,
references (1, 7-9) should be consulted.

Some of the later designs

make provision for tilting and/or tilting-rotation of the specimen
during heating.(S). This is of great advantage for maintaining contrast
as described in section VII.

Hm·rever, the use of gun tilting is often

as effective as specimen tilting.
Hot stages must be designed so that no appreciable heat is lost
an~

convected to the objective pole piece, otherwise, losses in magnet-

ization and changes in focal length will occur •. Also, the geometry of
the field may be changed if the top of the pole piece is hotter than the
bottom and this can lead to spherical aberration and decrease of
resolution.

In most cases a shorter heating cartridge than the normal

specimen holder is employed to minimize heat losses to the pole piece.
This results in operating at slightly larger focal lengths of objectives.
·With the Siemens hot stage the magnification is 85 to 90% of the normal
value, hence, it is recommended that the magnification be recalibrated
f:

(in the usual way(9)).
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TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION

One' of tl1e major _disadvantages of the technique is the. difficulty

~~

(in most cases, impossibility) of measuring the temperature directly of
a particular specimen during an

ex~eriment

.. Due to. space and design ·

difficultie.s, thermocouples cannot usually be attached to the specimen
when .it is in the.'.stage. It is essentia.l, therefore, to precalibrate
. heati.ng stage prior to a set of experiments.

th~

Even when this is done

the actual specimen temperature is still not knm-m precisely.

A munber·

of calibration methods can be'used, viz. l) using.a special specimen as
a ·thermocouple, e.g. an evaporated bimetallic film (e.g.

( 11)

'

.

(Ag-Pd~lO))

.

or .cu-constantan, _ _._ /2) materials of known melting or phase transforma~·
ti en points, (

12

) or/ 3) by calibrating the

po~o;er

input to the furnace.

The latter technique is used in our laboratory and will be briefly
described here.

First, hOI·iever, it is necessary to consider beam heating.

Beam Heating
The 'specimen is heated during normal operation because of energy
losses (mainly tqrough inelastic collisions) oc?urring during electron
transmission.

All the· .factors leading to enhanced inelastic scattering,

e.g. high atomic number, thick specimens,-.,....and low energies of the
incident bearn, 1vill raise the specinien temperature.
also depends on the

volum~

The temperature

irradiated, the size of the condenser apertures,

and the current density of the beam.

The equilibrium temperature then

.,_

attained by a specimen depend.s on ·the fraction of electron energy con-~

verted into heat, andpartly on the amount ahd efficiency of heat removal.
The latter. depends on the stage constructio~ and materials used, as well
as upon the thermal· conductivity of _the specimens·.

An increase in

"·

·

J

-7conduction a1-1ay of heat is achieved by mounting specimens between tHo
copper grids.

'l.'hus, metallic foils remain at relatively low temperatures

(< 100°C) whereas ceramic specimens may heat up to several hundred dec;rees
under the same operating conditions.
Stojanova and Belavtseva(lO) used a Cu-constantan specimen as

'I

thermocouple end investigated the temperature rise under various conditions.
Their main conclusions were as follows:
a)

Effect of Accelerating Voltage and Thickness
An increase in l\:V leads to a lower specimen temperature,

but increasing the thiclmess of a specimen to the transparency
limit marl\:edl:f,·increases the temperature.

These results are

expected because the energy loss of electrons (i.e. the amount
of inelastic scattering) is greater, the lower the voltages
~~d

the thicker the sample.

b)

Area of Illumination
This is a very important factor.

If the radius of the

irradiated area of a conducting specimen ls kept below about
l5J.l,, the temperature rise does not exceed l0°C for normal
current densities used in microscopy~(up to 10 amp-cm2 ).
Watanabe, et al.(lO) also confirmed the latter conclusion by using foils of Ag-Pd as thermocouple specimens.
Figure 3 is a plot of their results, showing the effect of
irradiated area on temperature for foils of constant thickness, constant accelerating voltage and. for a given condenser

"

I\

aperture (not stated in their paper), as a function of the
current densities.

It can be seen that for an illuminated

-8area of

5~

even at_lO

2

a~ps-cm

"

the temperature is only

"'· 50°_C. . These results are in good agreement with theo-

.

retical calculations of the temperature rise.

(13)

From a pra.ctic;3.l vie'l·rpoint: the avail::~bili ty of double condenser
lenses is a boon for r.educing the temperature rise of the specimen to
a minimum.

In the Siemens Elmiskop I, 1-lhen condenser one lens is fully

excited· and condenser tvro is fully focussed, the beam d;i..amter at the
specimen has a minimura value of 2Ji.

In this case, for 100 kV operation·

v7i th 600,1 condenser aperture' and using metallic foils of the usual

1

thicknesses .for transmission, the specimen temperature is less than 50°C.

. (14)
hav·e found with iron specimens· that ·the maximum rise
Gale and Hale
/

in temperature is

7ooc

60~A

condenser aperture and beam diameter of

using a

600~

in a Siemens Elmiskop.I operated_at 100 kV,
2~.

Thus, it

is.essential to use double condensers to obtain the minimQm beam diameter,
so as to minimize heating.
·However, a problem arises when using a fine focussed beam with
hot stage

operat~on,

because the temperature of the irradiated area is

usually greater than that of the· foil as a -vrhole.

This can be checketl.

by _using alloys of knpwn phase transitio~/p6ints.

Set the stage tempera-

ture below the solvus point and find under what conditions the second
phase_ dissolves.

In this lvay the temperature ,effect due to beam heating

can be.corrected for in terms of aperture and beam sizes, current
density, operating voltage, and specimen thickness.

;...

In other words sets

of curves similar to those in Fig. 3 ca,n be plotted, and the precalibration curves corrected (Fig. 4). :In order to minimize the complication due to beam heating the

r;

-9f'ollovling procedures are recommended.

Either svri tch off the beam until

ready to ta1~e an exposure (provided the foil does not drift too much on
heating) or move the a.rea of interest avay from the beam tL.""ltil photogral)hy
i

J.

is needed.

Beam heating thus leads to some uncertainty in the actual

'l

~

I'

temperature of the area being photographed and is one of the main
difficulties associated }lith obtaining reasonably accurate kinetic data
for phase transformations and other dynamic events.

H()i-Tever, if the

above precautions are observed the temperature 9f the area being
photographed can be estimated to vli thin about 10° - 20°.
For follmring phase transformations without needing accurate
kinetic data, pulsed'beam heating is often of advantage.

This method

has been used for folloving the stages of ordering and precipitation of

6)

interstitials in bee metals.(l 5,l

Pulse heating is achieved either by

increasing the beam current or by quickly removing and re-inserting the
condenser aperture.

Although little or no control of temperature is

possible vrith this technique, various stages in transformations can be
initiated, halted and then individually studied.

In this ivay contrast

and diffraction experiments can be done at each stage tal<;:ing advantac;e
of the normal goniometer specimen holder: In some cases, by using a hot
stage the reactions proceed too quickly through'.,the various stages to
facilitate a complete interpretation.
Precalibrating Hot Stages
In our laboratory a constant voltage DC. pmver supply (of the type
normally used for electropolishing) is used for the temperature calibration of the hot stage specimen holder as a function of input voltage.
Since the resistance·of the heating element increases with temperature,

-10it vras found -that a constant voltage supply \vas better than a constant
'power supply because the .desired -temperatures could be attained faster

.

this way,. sinc'e the ·power input is initially larger as the resistance
in the beginning is small.

A voltmeter with the desired range of voltage

scales may be connected in paralle:). to .the output of the pmver ·supply,
if the scales on the commonly used ' power supply are too small.
'

Thus,

.

the use of batteries and the inconvenience of charging, etc., can be
eliminated.·
The calibration is done ip an evaporator unde'r vacuum of the order
of 10-5 mm or better to simulate conditions in the microscope.

The

'

results obtained depend on the position of the

thermocoup~e.in

the

.

I

specimen holder, but with a little care consistent temperature readings
can be obtained. ·The thermocouple must .be placed exactly at the
specimen position.
The heating arid cooling response of the Siemens hot stage is shown
in Figs. 4a,b.

In order to obtain a

be heated for at.1least ten minutes.
I

constan~

temperature, the foil must

This gives rise to difficulties when

'I

raP.id changes in structure _occur over a· short time..

In this event the

voltage is set to a higher· value and then.--decreased to the desired
temperature·. ·The ·cooling rate with the. Siemens stage is relatively slow
over the low temperature range.

As

can be seen from Fig. 4a-the cooling

rate is most rapid over the first two minutes and falls very slowly below
'·

about '100°C.

Thus, if martensitic transformations are to be observed

one must work with alloys of.M > 100°C and in which the critical cooling
' s

v~locity

'

is slower than about 2Q0°C/min. ·

The calibration outside the microscope can be checked by running
\·

'If

~.

u
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the hot stage inside the microscope using specimens of knmm melting

,,

·"'

or phase transition temperatures.

By this means it is found·that pre-

calibrations are accurate to about 20°C up to about 600°C, but the
uncertainty increases above this value.
For quantitative work which depends critically on accurate temperature determinations, it is possible to age a foil outside the microscope
and then examine the same area as a function of time.

Special specimen

holders are needed to avoid alloying or oxidation during aging since the
foil should not be taken out of its holder once the experiment is started.
One _also has the advantage in these cases of using double tilt stages
so that constancy of orientation and diffraction conditions can be
maintained.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Figure 2 is a photograph showing the set-up at the microscope for
taking movies from images observed on the fluorescent screen.

In some

microscopes movie cameras are located belo"' the s.creen as indicated in
Fig.

5·

In FigJ 2, the heater probe can be seen in the inserted position

at the specimen chamber, and the former is connected to the pre-calibrated
power supply.

The movie camera is mounted on a tripod such that the

axis of the camera is normal to the tilted fluorescent screen- as shm·m
in Fig.

5·

In order to,obtain maximum illumination a special Bell and

Rowell Angenieux f

0.95 lens, fully open, is used and the camera is

placed as close as possible to the viewing window of the microscope.

.

The lens carrying turret must be long enough to-enable the camera to be

I'

focussed.

We have found that with a Paillard-Bolex Rib camera a

5 mm
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electrically
driven through a variable
speed motor (2-32 frames/sec) and
.
.
is loaded with 16 min moviE;! film.

Usually it is necessary to \J,Se Kodak

,.,

Tri-X film,_ but with thin specimens of high contrast the slower speed,
~.,,

but finer grained Plus-X film can be used.

~
i

For most experiments film·

speeds of 8-12 frames/sec are suitable.

ji

'

'}

In order to maintain adequate brightness, magnifications of up to
20,000X are recommended.

When recording images from the fluorescent

screen the highest intensities of the latter are needed.

To calibrate

the movie film a 1 em mark can be made on 'the fluorescent screen.

The
.'

total magnification can then be determined from the microscope magnification.
"When viewing a,.developed film (e.g. for measuring changes in dimensions of a precipitate or dislocation loop) a movie projector of variable
speed is_ required.

Such a projector provided wi:th a manual operator is

very useful s'ince one can
frame one at a time.

~hen

9bserve and make measurements on each

One way of measuring is to project the fiim, frame

by frame, onto a white piece of paper and then draw in pencil each image
of interest.

Thet"change in dimensions with time can then easily be
;

obtained.

/ ..__

Adsorption
As all users of electron microscopes know,-prolonged examination
of the same area of a foil leads to general blackening and loss of
resolution and contrast. _ This is due to contamination of the specimen
from impurities in the vacuum, mostly arising from yapor, back-streaming
'i

'·

from the "diffusion pumps.

Thus, in order to carry.out different

contrast experiments on .the same area, it is essential to wo:r·lt a.s quickly

1
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as possible.

All the means VThich lead to reduced specimen contamination

should be employed, and today many manufacturers provide decontamination
devices and/or liq_uid nitrogen trapsbetween the diffusion :pumps and the
microscope column.

Vacuum grease on parts of the microscope should be

avoided wherever possible.
The rate of contamination can be estimated from the Langmuir
eq_uation.

The number of moles of a gas adsorbed on a solid surface per

unit time and area is given by this eq_uation:

z -- .J21(

p
M R T

and assumes that all gas molecules which strike the specimen surface
are adsorbed and remain.

In reality this will not be true, but

th~

above_ expression does give the maximum possible rate. ·.In the formula,
M is·the average molecular weight of the gaseous species, R the gas
constant;: T the absolute temperature and P the pressure of the gas.

In

the electron microscope, both surfaces of the specimen adsorb gas molecules,
and assuming the average area of a specimen is one-third the area of its
support grid then for a grid diameter of 0.23 em, and assuming an average
value of M to be 30 (carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrocarbons,
etc.)' by appr_opriate substitutions the above eq_uation reduces to

Table I shows the results for a range of vacuum conditions and specimen
.temperatures.

For agiven vacuum,.temperature has a small effect.
'
'
4
'
However, for the usual operating pressures (10- to 10-5 mm Hg) for all

''
'

practical purposes during hot stage experiments, the contamination rate·
above 300°C is negligible and cannot be measur~d.

At lower temperatures

the rate can 'be estimated. from the growth of the film deposited at the

-14-'
TABLE I

Contamination Rate of a Specimen in the
Electron Microscope, Estimated From
the Langmuir Equation

~

I

Maximum
Contamfaation. .
~ate gm/cm2 avg.foll/hr.

Operating Pressure
(mm Hg)

Specimen
Temp. oc

"

j;

•i

50°C

!

I

I1/

.j

. 1
I

i
I

10- 3

1. 78 X 10- 3

10- 4

1. 78 X 10- 4

lo- 5

1. 78 X 10- 5

10- 3

1.65 X 10- 3

I

10- 4
lo- 5
10- 3
·1o- 4

.

10- 5

,

4

I!

1.65 X 10-

I!

1.65 X 10- 5

!
i
!I

!~

1.46 X 10-3

!

!

1.46 X .10- 4

!

1.46 X 10-5

I

i

I

Il
I

I

I

·•
I

·"./

f'.

J
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·edges of the specimen.
...

The actual values obtained in Table I are probably not too meaningful
bec:ause of the assumptions, but they do illustrate some important points

~

and refer to maximum contamination rates under the conditions specified.

)
\

Some obvious conclusions can be reached from Table I.
1.

The highest possible

·observations.

2.

li~uid

should be maintained during

Conversion to ultrahigh vacuum with vac.· ion

pumps may be desirable.
use of

vacuw~

Very fast pumping rates and the

nitrogen traps are recommended.

Large values of M decrease the contamination rate, thus

silicone oils should be used in diffusion pumps.

In our

laboratory, Dow Corning 704 oil has been found to be very
satisfactory and under normal operating. conditions foils may
be examined for 20 mins. or longer before .contamination has
any serious effect on resolution.

3.

Contamination from water vapor present in freshly loaded

plates can be avoided if

~he

plates are always prepumped

under high :vacuum,. before being charged to the microscope.

4.

Although high temperature··operation reduces the rate of

contamination, the rate of diffusion of gaseous species into
the specimen increases.

Thus, due to the low activation

energy for diffusion of interstitials in bee metals
cal/mole for

c

(~

20,000

in~ iron), alloying during high temperature

examination is possible.
It should also be

.•

mentione~

that reactive metals may become contam-

inated with oxygen and/or hydrogen during thin foil preparation by

-16electropolishing or chemical polishing.

In these cases and if the

contamination rate in the microscope is high,· ordering reactions or
phase transformations due to interstitials may be observed during
!I

r·
'I.

examination, e.g.

o,

N, C, H

. .Ta, Nb, v. (15-19)

~n

Choice of Materials
Other sources of contamination include the materials used in·the
stage.

Brass should be·avoided because of the low boiling point of

zinc at high vacuum.

Figure. 6 shows an· effect ivhen a brass specimen

cap was .used on the ca.rtridge and heated to above "' 300°C.
evaporated and recondensed on the grid bars as whiskers.

Zinc has
For similar

reasons, ·magnesium arid its alloys cannot be examined· in the hot stage.
The ·grids must also be carefully chosen to avoid alloying.

Thus,. the

normal copper grids are unsuitable for supporting most foils if temperatures above about 200°C. are to be employed.

The difficulties due to

these factors increase as the desired temperature increases.
grids are recommended over-stainless
conduction.

.ste~l

Platinum

because of.their better heat

It :i.;s important therefox:-e to thoroughly prepare for an

experiment so as to avoid all ·po·ssible sources of contamination.. In
certain cases, e.g. with the reactive metals,v special thinning techniques
may have to be used as described in the following.
·Specimen Preparation(9)
I

It is beneficial to prepare uniformly. thin flat. foils for hot .
. . ' (20)
stage work. A micropolishing technique has been developed
whereby·
discs can be thinned down near the center.
advantage that they can be mounted in· the

Such specimens have the
cartr~dge

without. necessitating

the use of support grids and thereby .reducing possible contamination from

...

-17the grids and also providing good thermal contact in the holder (Fig. 1).

An apparatus for this is shown in Fig. ].

The disc specimen, of diameter

required for the specimen stage (3 mm for the siemens), is stamped out

a

I

from

·f
I;

sheet and mounted in a teflon holder such that the disc is concen-

tric vri th the hole in the upper and lower halves and maltes a liquid tight
junction with both halves of the holder when the bolts are secured.

A

Pt contactor strip containing a hole of diameter greater than that of the
disc makes contact with the disc and serves as the anode connection.
The parts are assembled as shown in Fig.

7.

A suitable electrolyte

flows through a flexible tube from a reservoir placed about 18 in. above
the holder.

A pinch:·valve on the incoming electrolyte tube is adjusted

so that the electrolyte flows and just wets the surface of the disc.
As the specimen is electropolished a saucer-shaped depression is
developed.

The specimen is inverted and polishing is continued until,

.by observation with the binocular microscope (Fig.
is first observed through the disc.

7), a drop of liquid

Polishing is then immediately

stopped before a 1visible hole appears otherwise large areas uniformly
thin wil-i be polished away _and·1ost •. The specimen is removed from the
teflon holder) washed) and mounted in. the cartridge using vacuum tweezers.
By these means the foil does not have to be cut and is thus not
mechanically deformed nor carelessly bent.
VI.

CONTRAs~

General Remarks
It seems unnecessary to go into details on contrast phenomena as
these are now well discussed in .the literature (see e.g. ref. 21 for
review)·

Here· some gener·al conclusiotHl· are :made ree;arding contrast s.nd

-18-

·.

how the latter may.be modified by high temperature operation.
There are "tYro important positions of the specimen as illustrated ·
in Fig. 8.

I;)

The first is for a tilted foil to achieve tvlO beam condi tfons
.I,_

for contrast experiments and the second is for the reciprocal lattice
il

~)

I

plane exactly normal to the beam which is ideal for orientation

dete1~-

minations. ·In the latter case the centers of symmetry of spot and
Kilruchi patterns coi.ncide as shown tn Fig. 9. · In the former ease, ..
to avoid complications and to facilitate

in~erpretatiori

two beam situa-

tions must be employed, and the hk£ Ktkuchi must coincide vli th the hk£
spot (s = 0) for dark field imaging.

At the exact Bragg condition the intensities of the transmitted
and

diff~acted be~:

are complementary under· non-absorbing situations. (

22

)

The dynamical intensities are then given by
cos 2

t

T(t

(1)

transmitted

0

I*I~
where t

0

2
t
= sin rc t . diffracted

(2)

0

is the yxtinction distance for the operating reflection, ( 23 )

·and t is the foil thickness. . ···If the crystal is not at the exact-Bragg condition, the reciprocal
lattice point .lies. inside or outside. the sphere.

If the point lies·

inside the 1sphere, the deviations in reciprocal space is .taken as

...

positive, and conversely.. s ·is negative when the point lies outside the

I·

sphere.· These cases can be recognized in the diffraction pattern by
the position of the Kikuchi line with respect to the spot.

In the

usual conventions, s_negative means that the hk£ Kikuchi line lies

...

.inside the hk£ spot (as in Fig. 9) and vice versa for s positive (Fig. 16a). ,..

-19At the exact Bragg case s ::: 0 and the Kikuchi line intersects the center

.

of tne diffraction spot (as in Figs. 15c,d).

'·

When sis not zero the

diffracted intensity is modified to
1
\

j,

. 2

Sln·

I

,I

~t.[s2

+ (l/to)2]2

(3)

F

:!

Thus, contrast from foils can be understood by considering the effects
of structure on s, and t

0

and hov the intensities are affected.

a crystal may be set macroscopically at -s

=

Although

0, lattice defects vhich

distort lattice planes locally change the Bragg angle and the local value
of s. - If the displacement vector R of the defect is parallel to a

g.R

reflecting plane

=

0 and the defect is invisible.

Most of the

important effects concerning contrast from defects, including precipitates
. (21)
have been summarized recently.
In thick specimens energy losses occur as ,a result of inelastic
scattering so some of the electrons are absorbed and the intensities of
the beams are reduced.

In fairly perfect foils Kikuchi lines vill be

I

observed in the di.ffraction patterns (Fig. 9) and since these are
essential in order to obtain foil

orienta~ions

and crystallographic

relationships accurately (see .refs. 24,25), all microscopy should be done
on relatively thick foils (t > than about 3 t ) so as to obtain Kikuchi
0

patterns.
Because of absorption the diffracted and transmitted beams are no
\}

•

longer complementary.
1.

The folloving effects(

22

) then occur

The bright field image is symmetrical (e.g. Figs. lOa, 16)

'

~ori th

maximum intensity and contrast occurring for s slightly

-20-

outside of the hk.&/spot).
2.

The dark field image is asymmetrical (Fig. lOb); maximum

contrast occurs at s

=0

(Fig. ll). ·

These results mean simply that the transmitted_and diffracted-waves

l.

are in·phase at the top. of .the foil, but out_ of phase at.the bottom.

1:
ll"

Hence, it is easy to detennine which is ·the top or bottom surface.

\

1,,

It also follows from Fig. ll that in bright field as soon ~ s
_becomes negative (one or other side of a half bend contour, whichever
, side is tilted to< exact Bragg angle) there is a rapid loss of. intensity
-and contrast.

It is thus essential to work with relatively flat. foils

and to avoid bending specimens.

Care should thus be exercised in foil

preparation and handling.
Since the electrons are fnelastically scattered at small angles
they will be concentrated around the tran·smi tted beam (the 000. spot in
. the diffraction pattern) and pass tl'irough the objective aperture.

This

adds to the background. of the image and c~uses chromatic aberration.
!· .

There is thus much benefit to be· gained by using dark field•. microscopy · .. :
I

.

with the gun tilted so that the diffracted beam· passes down the optic
axis.

This avoids the. spherical aberration and astigmat~sm that occur

if the objective ·aperture is moved

to

obt-~in

dark field images; e.g.

Fig. 10 •. The dark field image pro~ides much useful information which might
I

I

.be missed in bright. field, e.g·. 'the . detection of small

I

and determination of the sign of

~he

pre~ipit~~es, ( 2-5)

strain vector. ( 26 ,2'7) ·Thus, one

cannot urge too strongly_trat
dark.field imaging (by gun tilting) should
. ..

I
I
I

II.

i

I
IJ
I

I

be employed at all times •. As . showp iri _Figs. 10, 12, the . operating reflec.

~

tion in dark field is the

neg~~i~e

of.that

f~~ ~rig!).t

field.( 2 7)

Thus, if

g.= ,(200] is the bright field 'operator 1 tilt the gun so that the 000

.,
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spot moves in the ·[260] direction until the g = [200] beam is centered.
Effect of Temperaturet
Sharp diffraction patterns occur from crystals because the atoms
!

j)

are arranged in regular positions so that coherent and in phase diffracted

<

waves are

produced~

As the temperature

~s

raised to the melting point,

thermal vibrations cause the atoms to move from their regular positions
so that successively scattered waves are no longer in phase.

As a

result there is a loss of diffracted intensity and the diffraction
pattern becomes more and more diffuse until eventually, as in liquids
or gases, very broad patterns are observed.

There is also an increase

in inelastic scattering and an added contribution to background intensity.
The' intensity predicted by Eq. 3 is modified by the Debye-Waller
factor, e

-2M

, where M is related to the mean atomic displacement due to

thermal vibrations.

In effect the Debye factor is essentially a term

that damps the lattice periodicity and decreases the atomic scattering.
Upon heating there will be a loss in transmitted and diffracted intensities
due to the Debye factor and an increase in thermal diffuse scattering
,...__

which will add to the background.

Thus, a foil will appear to gradually

thicken as absorption is effectively increased, i.e. there will be a
gradual loss of transmission as the .temperature.is raised.

Thermal

scattering is present even at 0°K due to zero point oscillations .
..

~

The

11

0ut of phaseness 11 of successively scattered waves due to

thermal vibrations is equivalent to making s non-zero.

Thus, fran a

contrast point of view, ·one can qualitatively take· into account temperature effects by considering how s. and t

·.

t

0

are altered, and this leads to

For a detailed d1acuas1on of theory see pp. 241-253 of ref. 23.

-22-·
...

a good physical basis for understanding h.ow .to carry out hot stage

'

experiments 'under controlled conditions.

, I~

•

•

L

I

.

Change in s on

Hea~ing

Under ideal conditions crystals may 'l;>e set to a particular
macroscopic value of s and the diffracted intensity is· gi·ven by·
Eq.. 3.

As ,also. pointed out by

H~wi~

Vald~e ( 28 )' therm~l

and

agitation will cause a spread in .Possibles. values so s'can·be

-)2. where As
-2 represents the mean square deviareplaced by s ± (6s
tion from s because of thermal agitation.
The.mean square vibration amplitudes for cubic,crystals vary
I

from about a factor of 2;..4 from ·ooK to 293°K .. For example, the
/

of~ilicon( 2 9).changes

·root-mean square vibration amplitude

from·

0.075A to O.ll4A whichcan have an appreciable effect on the
value 6f s.

Also, on heating the.foil expands, so that Bragg 1 s

law is modified· to: .'

.

.

. · :the expansi,on b.d makes the Bragg angle ·smaller on heating .so if
the crystal is originally a.t s = 0, it
.

,,/

becomes.~
.

,'

''

positive on

...

heating 9ince the reciprocal lattice shrinks and. the diffraction
spot at P* moves inwards to P *, along the direction 0* ?*, as
1
. shown in Fig. 13b.
-:I ·
~

,/

This effect is small, but
Kikuchi patterns.

measurabl~,

particularly on

With ·a crystal of d.= 2A and assuming a coeffit-

ient of expansion of }0- 5,, :a,

·.ch~nge ~n· .temper~ ~ure .of from 20° C to

500°C increases d to about .2.005A and decreases the Bragg angle by
.

only 0.02° ·for A.

=

0

0.037A (100 kV).

For a Siemens Elmiskop I

-23.....

operated at 100 kV using projector pole piece 3 this means a

\

·~

I

shift in the diffraction pattern relative to the 200 Kilmchi line

o

of 0.2 mm (on the plate) since 1° tilt corresponds to about a
1 em shift. (

24

)

It is possible to compensate for this cha.nge i.n

d and consequently s by changing the wavelength A) i.e. the
accelerating voltage.

It would be useful to have microscopes with

a continuously variable kV of ± 10 kV from 100 kV.

However) this

is not available now and is probably impractical.
The change in dimensions of a foil on heating are very small
due to the small coefficients of expansion so that changes in t
(Eq. 3) can be neglected.

A complication may arise with metal foils because they bend
so easily.

Unless a foil is perfectly flat the profiles will

change on heating.

Thus) a sharp saddle or valley may flatten

out or vice-versa and then it will. oe impossible to l~eep the
diffracting conditions constant throughout the experiment.

I

Thus)

one should !no,t do hot stage experiments at or neav sharp bend
contours because these will move on heating.

This results in

loss of intensity and contrast particularly if s becomes ,
negative (Fig. ll).
Some of the difficulties of working with severely buckled
\
foils can be understood from Fig. 14 which shows a mound shaped
buclde.

e

represents the exact Bragg case) hence) by geometry

it is easy to plot the s values across the bend.

Such shaped

..·'

crystals give rise to two bend contours corresponding to +

·.

- g)

~

outside of which are regions of good bright field image·

and

-24-.
C0!1t:r·e,st (s

:>

o).

If on heating· the foil the profile .changes

such as to increase the bend curvature, a serious loss of contrast·
•Till occur due to the large change in orientation.
give a false impression of enhanced absorption.

This 1night

r;

...

If the buckling

is sevei·e a three beam case ( 000, +g, -g) is obtained over the
area imaged.

Furthermore different contours arid thus different

g.operators may cross the area of interest.
of conseq_uence when observing large

Such changes are not

precipitate~,

but in all cases

where the image depends on diffraction contrast it is important to
maintain the same diffracting conditions.
2.

Change in EJ<tinction Distance
The extinction distance t
t

0

0

is given by( 2 3)

A.E
2A.E
Vg = 6E
c

where A. is the \vavelength of incident electrons of· energy E, Vg
is the Fourier coefficient ;f the operating refl~ction
g and
6E c
.
.
is the enefgy gap at the Brillouin zone boundary corresponding to
the same.reflection:(see F.ig.

15).· With increasing :temperature,

electrons are excited and may escape..-above their.limiting energy·
level E 0

c

•

·The net effect is to.make the Brillouin zone boundary

"diffuse" and to lower the energy gap 6Ec.

·conseq_ueetly, the .

extinction ·distance must increase on· heating.

This· effect will

also lower the diffracted intensity given by Eq_s. 2 and
Heidenreich (

23 ) has

~lso

3.

pointed out this fact and shmved

that with large atomic displacements the Fourier coefficients tend
to vanish ( i·. ~. the zone boundaries become very diffuse) leaving

,..
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Since the intensity of diffuse scattering falls off with
increasing angle, better images will be obtained by working in
dark field of high order reflections, since the "signal to noise
ratio" will be higher than for the transmitted beam.

Figure 22

shovrs an example of a hot stage experiment done entirely in high
resolution dark field (gun tilt).
Figure 16 shows the results of an experiment. where the
change in extinction distance was d.etermined.

Silicon \vas chosen

because it does not bend and hence it is possible to maintain the
same diffracting conditions throughout the hot stage work.

Bright

field imaging was employed because under these conditions the
fringes are symm.etrical. ( 30) . In a non-tilting hot stage one has
to choose an orientation close to s = 0, by viewing the srunple.
scan be made Glose to zero by tilting the gun (section VII).

As

shown by the diffraction patterns s was kept constant by adjusting
the gun tilt observing the 022 spot and Kikuchi line in the
diffraction pattern throughout the experiment.

The calculated

extinction distance for 220 in silicon is about 850A.

Figures l6a,b

show the same stacking,fault at room'temperature and after 20 mins.
at 430°C. ·There is one less black fringe resolved at )he high
temperature, and in this example there was about a 25% increase
I

"

in extinction distance .. This has been' confirmed by
experiments.

subse~uent

This result cannot be explained by changes ins

Such changes would effectiyely. lower t

0

,

(by~).

hence the observed increase

is a real effect of temperature on t .
0

·In the author's experience it has been noticed that for a.ll

. '.

-26practical purposes there is no serious loss of intensity or ..
resolution during heating experiments, provided the diffracting·
conditions are ah1ays . kept the same·..

The ·procedures. for. doing

this will be described in the follo>·ling s'ection.
VII.

r

MAINTAINING CONSTANT ORIENTATIONS

As described earlier the· most important effect as. far as contrast
is concerned is the change in s upon heating. :Hence, it is essential
to keep the orientation constant du'ring an experiment. · Figures. 13a-d
. illustrate the main points to be brought .out here.
beam s

crx-

=0

situation is portrayed.

?X- as shown in

In (a) the t"Y7o

After heatirig P* moves to

?f,

along.

(b'), hence, s becomes. positive and the Kilruchi spacings .

·decrease (compare Figs. 16a and b).

s will continue to become more

and more positive as the temperature .is raised provided uniform thermal
expansion and not buckling occurs.

If the foil buckles,such that it

tilts clockwise. the reciprocal lattice point rotates. downwards.about
0* P*, .·along the arc

PI

R and could ca:use s

t~

become zero again or

··even negative if ·appreciable tilting occurs ..
In the absence of a tilting hot.stage or of gun tilting facilfties
start the expe!iment for, bright field work· in orientations ••here .s is
negative and then durin~Jheating ass becomes more. positive.the contrast
will improve.
If the stage is tiltable then as shown in Fig. 13c, tilting the
foil restores the crystal to the desired s value (slightly positive for.
.,

•

..

bright field, zero for dark f'ield). , Ir' the foil cannot be tilted, the
same result can be obtained by tilting the gun as sho~rn in 13d.
Tilting the gun effectively translates the reciprocal,l~ttice ~lon~ a

.

('\

-27desired zone and this is carried out by observing the diffraction
pattern uDtil the required s value is obtained.

There are advantages to

the latter method becau.se the foil is unaltered and hence one does1 not
lose the area during gun tilting.
the foil.

From a practical

This is not usually true vhen tilting

vie~orpoint

it is almost essential to have

more than one person involved in the experiment in order to accomplish
everything that is required.
Constant diffracting conditions require frequent examination of
the diffraction patterns.

For specimen tilting stages tilt the foil

until the Kikuchi lines sveep across the diffraction spot of interest.
For gun tilting the Kilmchi line is relatively fixed and the spot pattern
~orill

sveep across the Kikuchi pattern.

For all work. where contrast needs

to be maintained, vork in tvo beam cases with s slightly })OSi ti ve (bright
field, e.g. Fig. l6a)) or s = 0 (dark field, e.g. Fig. 22).

If orienta-

tion relationships ar·e being determined) e. g. during phase transformations)
exact foil orientations are required.) i.e. symmetrical patterns such as
shown in Fig. 9.,

In these cases constancy of orientation is achieved

by keeping the centers of sym.'lletry of Kikuchi and spot patterns
coincid.ent (s < 0) by tilting.
During heating experiments up to 700°C on flat foils, the maximwn
change in

orientat~on is only~·

0.2° Which is

q~ite

small.

Howev~r,

I

0.01° is sufficient to change the orientation enough to lose contrast.

r!

The translation of the gun shown in Fig. l3d does) of course) lead to

I :..1

/

.

non-axial illumination since the spot is moved a distance B off the
optic axis.

However). provided the angles are not great (less than

about 0.5°)) the increase in spherical aberration is negligible ;g,s can

-28be seeri f:::cm Fi8s. l6a, b.

However) it is .very convenient to have a.

goniometer heating stage.
Finally, it is err:phasized that for maximum benefit to be obtained
from using the technique the researcher must be able to interpret the
micrographs by proper correlation with diffraction patterns tal;:en under
controlled conditions as described above.

The analyses for such inter-

pretations are described in the literature (e.g. refs.

9)

21~27).

In describing briefly some possible applications of high temperature microscopy in the follo1ring paragraphs all of the foregoing discussions must be borne'in mind.

In summary the procedures that are

required are:
1.

Special care must be tru;:en to prepare flat specimens.

In order to

avoid stressing the foil). they should not be clamped between

t1.,ro

grids.
2.

)
Avoid contamination of the specimen by careful choice of materials

and by high

~acut@

operation.

3.

Calibrate the temperature as accurately as possible. ·

4.

When doing an experiment
a)

Maintain focus

b)

Maintain centered illumination

c)

Maintain specimen position

d)

Maintain constant orientation by tilting specimen or gun;
preferably work in dark field

e)

(gu.~

Svli tch off beam whenever possible

tilted)

-29So far the areas where :the techniq_ue has been profitably and q_uantitatively
used, include investigations of diffusion controlled phenomena such as
dislocation climbj ordering, and precipitation .and dissolution.

~,:

The

field of shear transformations (martensites) s~ems to have been completely

I

neglected.

I

Studies of magnetic changes (observations of Bloch walls) wi.th tempera-

')

'

Spinodal transformations need also to be investigated.

ture are also possible.

Recovery and recrystallization processes can

also. be followed, but the rates are slower in thin foils than in bull<.:
specimens.
Apart from the difficulties of determining the true foil temperature; no serious problems from contamination are likely althoug0 it is
emphasized that special care must be exercised when Harking ,,"i th reactive
metals (e.g. transition elements).

Ultra high vacuum microscopes will

reduce this problem to an absolute minimum.

It is most convenient; to

have a tilting hot stage although the gun tilt is often as effective
for maintaining constancy of orientation.

Finally; it should be

emphasized that some observations on thin foils may not be representative
of bulk behavior.

Conseq_uently; it is recommended as standard procedure

that thin foil results should be com:pared··to those from foils prepared
from similarly treated bulk specimens (wherever possible).

In certain

cases 1 such as annealing out of loops; thin foils. experiments have
uniq_ue advantages.
The hot stage can be used to follow any or all phase transitions
and could thus be applied to all. the alloy systems.

However, up to the

present time only nucleation, grovth and dissolution.of phases in Al-Cu
and Al-Ag alloys have been reported.

In addition to phase transformations

-30dynamic processes such as dislocation climb can be follmved 'vhich should
provide further .knovrledge regarding creep and recovery .
Furthermore,

~,I
r

. . the morphological;, structural and crystallographic

changes can be analyzed from micrographs and their selected area
tio~

patterns.

This

i~ parti~ularly

usefu+ for orientation

diffr~tc-

~~ter~ip~~~ons

a11(1 .even for ~t~uctur~ ~l}~+ysi~
~r::&ir &y.riq(5
p.[l~s~ tran~fSJr!lJa't:i!?!1P).
...
.

~5
1 ··

~

The electron microscope is uniq_ue in providing this facility.
In view o:f the limited data available only a few applications .
are reviewed.

These i·lill be dealt with briefly in the following sections,

and·some further possibilities are mentioned.

Due to space limitations

readers should obtain more detailed information and· discussion of the
scientific implications of the examples used from the original papers.

IX.

APPLICATIONS

Nucleation and Growth Phenomena
These transformations include all non-athermal (martensitic)
reactions, e.g. spinodals, isothermal transformations, aging, etc.

By

f

means of hot stage techniques morphological and crystallographic.
relationships .can be·investigated.

Competitive

... ""'

.

gro~h

processes,

whe:r~

several phases are present can also. be. studied as well a.s determining
whether reactions are allotropic or monotropic.

Diffusivity measurements

can also be made in localized regions.
1.

Surface Effects
TvTO systems have been investigated in detail, Al-4% Cu by

Thomas and Whelan

(3)

and Al-20% Ag by Hren and Thomas.

the aging processes in foils of

~l-Ag

(4)

Hhilst

were exactly the same as

-31tl"1CSe

reported for bulk material by Nicholson and Nutting) ( 3l)

aging of thin fiL"ns of Al-Cu in the microscope was not representati ve of bulle material because in thin foils preferentj_al
surface nucleation of 8 1 was observed.( 3 )

Figure 17a-c is a

seq_uence shmring gro<rth of e' plates on the surfaces follmv-ed
by precipitation inside the foil of

e

with simultaneous

dissolution of 9 1 ) (competitive growth).
structure of the aged

buL~

Compare these to .the

specimens sho\-lh in Fig. 17d.

It is ·important to know w·hether or not all the precipitates observed are on the surface.

The following techniq_ues

enable this to-be determined..
a.

Replicate the surface after aging and compare the
replica 1-rith the structures from the foils.

b.

If precipitates extend right through the foil they
should have some straight edges where the foil
surfaces are intersected.

c.

In most cases the precipitates are associated with
a well-defined habit plane so that trace analysis
can be used.

II

If precipitation is random all

orientations should be present (e.g. 8 1 forms on

I
i

i-

l
!

(100}, compare Figs. 17a-c with 17d).
.

l.;
'i

I.
!

;

-,t

d.

If all precipitates are on the surface there should
be no change in their density on changing the
thickness of a foil (i.e. as·tlie foil is traversed
from the thin edges).

-32e.

Dark field images of strong matrix reflections
will image black those areas occupied by precipitates if the latter run right through the
foil (i.e. as if they were holes in the foil).

In the case of Al-Cu preferential surface precipitation
is thought to be due to the transportation of copper atoms to
the surface as a result of vacancy annealing of
foils. (3)

as-q~enched

The problem is thus essentially one of nucleation

so that the difficulties may be eradicated if specimens are
pre-aged in bulk before thinning.
g_uently be carried out.

Hot stage vlOrk can subse-

In this way precipitates can_be pre-

nucleated so enabling growth processes to be followed which
are representative of bulk annealing.

Recent experiments

on Al-4% Cu (Laird and Aaronson) private communication))
have confirmed the latter prediction.
The selected area diffraction technique can be used to
distinguisn between different phases in the same area) e.g.

e' and e were distinguished in the work on Al-4% Cu.( 3 ) The
orientation relationships can also be found. The Kikuchi pattern
.
.
(24 25)
must be used if accurate results are to be obtained.
)
By
observing paired Kikuchi lines in diffraction patterns of thick

6

areas the axial ratios of non-cubic phases can be determined. (l )
Thus) recent work on the e' phase in Al-Cu( 2 5) using Kikuchi
patterns has enabled c/a to be determined at 1.16 ± 0.02 -vn1ich
is smaller than the values. reported.by x-ray methods.

4

The work on Al-Ag( ) showed that clusters of Ag atoms
I

;.re:ce ·:t~ormed

above the solvus temperature, and details of the

growth n:echa:.1ism of y' plates 'lvere obtained.
2.

Heterogenem.1.s Precipitation

•

~\
ji
)
i

Direct observatj.ons have been made of heterogeneous
precipitation on dislocations and stacking faults and confirm that nucleation rates are faster at dislocations than
.

~n

4)
th
'
.e maur~x.
.L.

•

(

Figure 18 is a sequence from a movie film

showing nucleation of y' in Al-Ag at dislocations .and subsequent growth by dislocations extending in the (lll) planes.
The·velocity of the moving interfacial partial dislocation
is determined by the diffusivity of silver.

Conversely,

on dissolution a precipitate finally leaves its dislocation
behind after it has dissolved (see Fig.

19).

A new result was obtained on Al-Ag, viz. that inter-

secting precipitates could. be stabilized up to 50° above
the solvus temperature by forming low energy stair-rod
dislocations.

Dissolution occurs only when the stair-rod

can be eliminated by nucleation. of another partial dislocati on.

3.

/

Figure 20 is a sequence shovling such an event.

Estimation of Diffusivity from Precipitation Kinetics
Since the rates of nucleation and growth are generally

quite low and would involve very long times at the microscope
it is more convenient to study dissolution rates.

The last

stages in the lifetime of a precipit1;1te is recorded .on a
movie
fil.rn.

fiL~

and subsequently the rate is measured from the

If the process is diffusion limited the follov1ing

-34relt::t.im! should hold
,.;

. ( 5)
where r is particle radius) k is the rate constant and D. the·
coefficient of diffusion of material from the precipitate.

~·

Hence, the reverse of the growth case ,is assumed. ( 3 )

.!.

r1

·.The constant k depends on the shape of the preci.pitate.(

I·
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)

I.

I

If the shape does not change on .dissolution} the spherical

r

case

.

a goo

~s

d

·•

genera..L
k

.:1here c

c

J

c

s

.

approx~ma

= .2(c s

t•

~on,

,,h
(3) 4)
-v; ence.

(6)

- c )/(c .- c )
e
c
s

and c . are the concentrations of diffusing
/

e

material inside.) at the surface) and at large di'stances
(-:12)
'
'
has given graphs from which
from the particle. Frank .J
k may be determined for spherical) cylin9,rical and pJate
shaped particles.
Combining the above equations J ·:then

During the final stages of dissolution almos.t all the solute
is in solution) hente c is about .
.
e
concentration of sblute; c
v1ith cc~

s

.

eo~l

to the total
atomic
.

can be neglected in comparison

(cs - ce) can be calcula~e<J_ from the slope of the

phase boundary) i.e. it represents the
given temperature.

supersa~uration

at a

For the dissolution case this rep.resents

·.

the undersaturation so that the tempeJ;"ature e.bove the solvus
must be kn01m in order to obtain the q_uanti ty( c
all cases surface effects are neglected.

)

s

- c ) . In
e

,,

-35In spite of the above approximatiorsfairly good success
..

'i

-

in estimates of D Here made on Al-Cu and excellent success Has
obtained- for Al-Ae;.

?

Figure 2la shOivs the plots of x- versus

tj_me _( w·here x :Ls the lenc;th of a y' -plate) from 1-rhich D ;.,rc,s
determined for Al-20% Ag and in Fig. 2lbJ D versus T-l is a
good straight line yielding an activation energy of Q

= 37.4

1

(±·4 Kcal mole- ) which is in very good agreement 1-.rith other
' -

- diffusivity data on Ag in Al.
Laird and Aaronson (private 'communication) have investigated the kinetics involved under competitive conditions)
"

e.g. growth of-e at the expense of B' and dissolution of e' in
Al-4% Cu.

They used the simple form of the Zener-Hillert

equation( 33 ) to describe the lengthening on
shortening· of e' .

e

plates and

For these cases the equations are similar)

but not identical) to equation 7.
Their results showed that the calculated D values are
about l to •l J.,/2 orders of magnitude greater than thos~
obtained by conventional diffusion techniques) i.e. that
the growth rates are controlled by the interdiffusion of
Cu and AlJ but that the interdiffusion process is accelerated
by some form of short circuit (which agrees with the results
of Thomas and vlhelan ( 3 )).

The short circuit path is undoubt-

edly along the surfaces of the foil.

showed for growing or dissolving'plates that the leading
segments vrere always those. at the surfaces) ·i.e. the ends
of the plate develop a curyature towards the two surfaces

)

4

Observations on Al-Ag( )

l·:hcTe the d.i:ffusion is most rapid.

This 'lvill thus enhance the

d.iffusi vi ty compared to those precipitates gro1ving or dissolving
'lvhich are completely surrounded by the matrix.
Er·rorc in the cst:i.m12.te of D arise ;from the· foJ.J.oi'ling

a.

The approximations involved in the theory of
diffusion used in the calculations.

b.

Difficulties of measuring precisely changes
in precipitate dimensions

c.

Uncertainties in the temperature of the area
being photographed.

It would be appropriate if the above techniques were
tried on other systems to find out how far the steady state
diffusion theory is applicable to dissolution processes.
The uncertainty in the d.ata is mainly due to t.he difficulties of obtaining the temperature accurately.

It is ·conven-

ient to work with alloys where there is a large temperature
interval between solvus and solidus so that D may be estimated.
over a· wide temperature rangeJ thus enabling a more accurate
determination of the activation energy to be made.

4. Grain Boundaries
Another interesting ·area of research would be the
investigation of morphology and kinetics of precipitation
at grain boundaries} e.g. as a function of misorientation.
Such experiments must be done in thick areas in order to
obtain Kikuchi diffraction· patterns from the grains involved
so that the boundary angle can be calculated.
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5.

Cl~s.nges

of Coherency ·

Coherency strains from inclusions are visible in dark
field irnages ( hro beam cases)· s = 0) as black and vhi te lobes
of contrast divided by a line of no-contrast vrh:Lch is normal
to the displacement vector. (26 ) 27)

The sense of the strain

field (i.e. vaca.ncy or interstitial type) is determined from
the direction of
image. (

26

)

g with

respect to the bright part of the

J!'igure 22 sho'IVs darl<: field examples from rods of

phosphorus precipitates in P-doped epitaxially grown silicon.
It can be seen that the rods shmr compressive strain fields.
The possible loss of coherency on heating can be followed
vTi th hot stage experiments by notin8 changes in contrast

maintaining constant orientation.

Figures 22a-e show the

decrease in volume fraction of the rods during heating; very
few being left at 700°C.

Although the density of particles

decreases on heating there is no loss of coherency as the
blacl<:-whi te image persists.
re~precipitated

after cooling

Figure '22f shows that rods have
do~~.

The nature of the interface between hro phases and
possible changes on heating can also be investigated.

One

way of doing this is to observe the Moire. image from overlapping crystals.
i

!
I

Foil orientations must be chosen such

th~t the habit plane of the precipitate is nearly parallel
~

to the foil surface.

Dark field techniques should

employed to facilitate interpretation.

ag~in

be

-38Structu:ce .:?.r:O. Orientation Changes
The diffraction pattern of the same area can be watched closely
for detecting changes in structure on aging and to determine- orientation ·
relationships accurately by Kilmchi line analysis. (

25

)

Useful K:i.lmchi

patterns are or.ly obtained from relatively thick and perfect foils .

•

Provided precautions are taken to obtain sharp diffraction
pa.tterns J the Kikuchi patterns 7 in principle, enable the coefficients of
expansion, and any anisotropy of expansion in different directions, to be
estimated.

From.Kikuchi patterns similar to those in Fig.

16, the measured

changes in Kikuchi spacings ·using a densitometer are l - l l/2% over 400°C.
The calculated change using the linear coefficierit 6f expansion for
silicon (7.63 x 10-

6 at 20°C) is only about 0.33% which suggests that

the measurements are not too meaningful.

There are several difficulties,

e.g. the foils are not free to expand uniformly in all directions because
they are usually clamped at the edges in the specimen cartridge.
in order to avoid thermal str·esses and
cla.mped beh1een .t1vo grids.

bucl~ling,

Also,

foils should not be

Thus, for such experiments, foils prepared.

by the technique described ~rlier (Fig. 7) should be used.
,/

Transformationsin Steels

There is nothing 'yet reported in the literature concerning' direct
observations of transformations in steels.

There is no reason why such

experiments cannot be done provided every care is tal;:en to minimize
contamination whilst the specimen is under observation.

As shown by
A

4

Table I if the va.cuum is good ( < l0- ) and silicone oils are used in
the pumps, no serious difficulties should be incurred for high temperature observations.

Preliminary

worl~.:

by 0. Johari has been carried out

-39-

res1J.lts have

;~1:,)>.·:::

t.hat above l00°C the· tempered product is ah1e.ys
i:.r"HO! mic1:oscope has been observed to produce more

rapid srowth of

cc2en~1~e

as vlas observec. fc:::· P.l

compareu to that

;:;~_;_..:.cy.:;.

obse~ved

after bulk temperinG

It "·s )::.'obable that su:r:f'ace contamination

and sm·:t'ace di:::·rusion ai'i:\::ccc t~le ::.'eaction in the microscope.

Figures 23)

24) 25 shov a comparison of tempering done inside the microscope) thin
foils aged outside the microscope and

buD~

tempered specimens.

23d is an example lvhen tempering has occurred due
by removal of the condenser apertu:r:e.

to

Figure

beam heating caused

Large cementite plates have formed

in a matter of seconds.

(

The morphology and c:c-ystallog:caphic relationships do not differ

I

I

from spec.imens te:·npered in:-3ic',e or m.;.tsj.de -vl:e microscope.

Figure 2~-b

shows a cliffraction pattern of 2L1.a from which the orientation relation· ship is
CL

II . [001] c

CL

iI

[100]

CL

iI

[010]

[211]
[Oil]
[lll]

II
i

c
c

where c represents cementite.

ThusJ the hot stage technique can be used to study morphological and
·crystallographic changes J -but due t.o the probable higher rates of grovrth

I

of Fe

l

diffusicn coefflcient of carbon are expected.

I .•

c

3

~n

thin foils aged inside. the microscope higher values.for the

I

I~

Some difficulties have been fou..'1d with respect to outgassing of

j

!!

steel samples.

In an attempt to transform an FeiNijC martensite steel

to austenite by heating to about 800°C a sample was observed to' literally

-40"bloi,'-up" during observation with the formation of blOi.,r holes and gas
pockets.

The_trouble here is undoubtedly due to impurities in the

material resulting from the ma:nutacture: of the. alloy.
Ordering Transformations

.-:
.

It is novr known

th~t

""\

,_. ~-

'

.

"the:ir!terstitials

in the refractory bee metals.(l5-l9)

c, N,·o,

A<:1et11iled

H produce ordering

i!Jvestiga:t-ion of Ta'=Q

showed that the super!Lattice i$ t'et;agonal with c/a = 1.128 (determined
from paired Kikuchi

-~ines), · of·i·d~~i>c~~position

of orderipg cari be f.ollowed

di~~9tly

foils above about 500°C or by

6

Ta6 4c. (l )

The stages

in the hot stage ·by aging quenched

;pui'~~d beam heating.

As yet, no kinetic

data ha~e been 'obtained, but 'the:r~t~ of growth of domain walls should

.

.

.

corresp~nd to the diffusi vi ty '9f·. the .'inters ti tials.
·'

.

~

The ordering in these systems ·is a transient stage in the transformation of M.X I y where M is ;the ~et~{, I is the interstitial( s) and
M I
X

y.

refers to the next phase beyond the solid solubility limit.

Van Torne and

Th.om~s ( 15 )

transformed impure Nb to N)JO via the ordering

reaction and ob~erved the transformation directly in the.hot' stage.
?I

Figure 26 shows examples of.

transr'~rinations
in Nb-0 and Ta-C alloys.
.
.

It ·is also possible to inv~.stigate directly substitutional
ordering, but to the author's knd¥Tledg~ no ·papers describing dynamic
observations are available as yet.·
Self-Diffusion:
1.

Dislocation Climb

Perfect Loops
Silc._9x and

Whel~n(:2)

were the first to demonstrate directly

the process of climb by annealing ?Ut perfect.dislocation loops
\
1
. .
(b = 2 <110>) . formed by q~:nc'hing"_ aluminum rapidly from near the
.,

-41melting point.

From data on the rates of shrinkage of loops

the activation energy for self-diffusion was determined to be
in the range of 1.2 to 1.3 ev.

6

Subsequently) Eikum and Thomas ( 5) ) extended the worl< on
Al to alloys of Al-Mg.

One of the interesting features of

· these experiments 1·las that in alloys supersaturated with Mg)
vacancies could also be held in supersaturation since loops
were observed to grow on annealing thin foils.

In pure Al

and unsaturated Al-Mg alloys loops always shrink indicating
no supersaturation exists in the foil.

'I'he free surfaces

act as infinite sinks so the loops are destroyed by boiling
Figures 27 and 28 show

off vacancies to the surfaces.

examples of climb of dislocation loops.
The phenomenon is interpreted in terms of the climb
theory due to Friedel.( 34 )

If the loop does not contain a

stacking fault the rate of climb is given by( 2 )

~~"-; z bexp r~~J

Gxp[ F~b1 -exp [F~Tb~

v

(8)

z is the coordination number (~11)) v the atomic frequenqy (~10 1 3),
b

= 2.86

for Al and T the absolu"t1e temperature.

F

s

kT
= ·--

c

log --- is
b2
co

the chemical force due to vacancy supersaturation (c - c ) which
0

is zero during shrinkage, i.e. no supersaturation' can exist if
all vacancies go to the surfaces.

E is the self-diffusion enercy

(the s~ of formation and migration energies) Ef, Em' ·respect~vely).
If solute atoms are present which are bound to vacancies E will be
\

'-

reduced by the binding energy E, .
0

-42If the rate of change of loop size is measured as a·
function of temperature, the activation energy is given
. .

directly·by an Arrhenius plot of rate vs (T°K)

-·1

.

An example
.,

for Al-5% Mg is shown in Fig. 29.
. activation energies as

a

Figure 30 shows the measured

function of Mg content.

It is expected

that a sh~rp drop in.activation energy will occur at .the solubility limit (~ 2% Y~ at room temp.), bec~use in supersaturated
alloys ' the total vacancy concentration is much greater than in
.unsaturated alloys_(_5, 6 ,35)

The results can be understood on

.the basis of vacancy trapping by ma.gnesium atoms, and
binding energy/is estimated to be"' 0.2 eV at

~he

1v1g.( 5 ).

5%

/

The activation energy can also be determined from a single
·l

·Shrinkage seg_uence.

The time t for a loop to shrink to r

=0

is

related to the activation energy E by
(9)

whe·re
!

a. is

F

c
kT

b

t.= r 2 ( z v b 2 a. ) -1
2

·. (10).

0

· ~ (see eg_.· ·8) .

For Al; Silcox and Whelan estimated
~

a. ~ 72 at 161 °C and "' 64 af 200°C. · ··A plot of r vs t will be

. parabolic,

.(see Fig.
31). ·and substitutio~ of values in
eg_. ·9
.
.
.

enables E to be determined.

,.

'

However, 'the.accuracy of this method

depends sensitively on the temperature; a l0°C error gives an
error in E of 2%.

Due to the difficulties of its measurement,

rates at different temperatures should be used to determine E.
Otherwise, aging should be·done outside the microscope so that T
/

can be measured to within 0.1°.

-43An important point with regard to measuring loops is that
the diffracting conditions must be maintained constant because
.
(- -) (22)
the size of the image depends on the sign of the quantity g.b s.
.
The image of a loop is smaller than the actual l~op for
and larger for (g.b)s > 0. ( 21, 22 , 36 )

(8.b)s < D

Thus) if half a bend contour

crosses a loop during observation (see Fig.

14);

and the apparent size of the loop will change.

s may change sign
If appreciable

-

buckling occurs a different contour may cross the loop and then g
changes.

These problems can be avoided by carrying out the obser-

vations in the dark field image of constant

g and

at s

= 0.

However, experimentally this method is difficult unless at least
two people work together.
Another technique which is useful when non-tilting stages
are used is the following.

In Al no climb is detected below

about 150°C (this depends on impurity content) so if the foil is
first heated, to say l20°C, most of the specimen drift and bending
will have already taken place.

A suitable area can then be

selected for obtaining kinetic data.
2.

Faulted Loops:

Estimation of Stacking Fault Energy

In the. case of a faulted loop* (b

= } <llJ>) the stacking

fault will assist the line tension in reducing the loop size by
climb.

The rate of shrinkage of a faulted loop is then given by

(11)
·'

·*See

ref. 37 for a review of loops in quenched metals.
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where Fe

= fc +!

fault energy.
(e~.

and fc

= 4n(l-p)
Gb

£n r/b

~·nd

~ ~

y J..'s the stacking

..
This case differs from the case of an unfaulted loop

8) only by the term in. the

s~uare

brackets .. Thus, it is

possible to estimate y.by comparing the rates of shrinkage of
perfect and imperfect loops of comparable size in the same area of
a foil in the hot stage.(35)
(e~.

11) f

c

Since y

>> f c in the exponential of

can be neglected, particularly for large loops.

Then

by dividing (e~s. 8 ~nd 11)
(drjdt)F

exp (y b 2/kT ) F -1

(dr/dt)p =

exp. ( Fc b 2/kT ) p -1

(12)

where F and P refer to Frank and perfect loops.

Figure 28 is an

exa."Tlple ·of a comparative climb sequence in Al-l% Mg and Figure 31
is a plot of the respective rates.
alloy was found( 35 ) to

be~

From. such data y for this

2
200 ergs/cm •

Edington and Smallman

(private commurtication)·reported_a value for y ~.280 ergs/cm

2

in

pure Al obtained fro~ data on shrinking faulted loops (from eq_.· ll)
I

and these :results indicate that Mg has a substantial effect on
lowe.ring the stacking fault energy of aluminum.
Such climb experiments are useful for obtaining· in formation
on the stacking fault energies of metals which cannot be deter·mined by the node method (i.e. for metals where y
The comparative method

(e~.

> 25 er'gs/cm2 ).

12) has the advantage of not

depending sensitively on the value of E or T.

y can also be

estimated from eq_. 11 by measuring dr/dt at two different tempera-

-45tures.

However) in this case an accurate knowledge of both E and

T is required.

For this reason) the latter.·method is not recom.rnended

unless foils are aged outside the microscope under accurately controlled conditions.
Recovery and Recrystallization
With the hot stage it is possible to observe directly climb) ·
polygonization and recrystallization in cold worked metals.
)

the annealing behavior of

t~in

However)

foils observed by hot stage techniques

is often markedly different from that of bulk specimens.

It is generally

observed that polygonization and recrystallization occur at slower rates
in thin foils (see e.g. refs. 38) 39).

It is possible that some of the

long range stress fields may be reduced

~n

thin foils so that the

driving force for recrystallization is lowered..

Some care must be

exercised) therefore) in proposing mechanisms of recovery and recrystallization based solely on thin foil observations.
Martensitic Transformations
Since most

~artensitic

reactions in steel occur athermally and

at high speeds these transformations can only be studied if the hot
stage can be rapidly cooled when the power is turned off.

As shown in

Fig. 4a the cooling rate for the Siemens hot stage is several hundred
·degrees/min down to~ lOO~C.
M
s

Hence) steels must be chosen with

> 100°C and for which the critical cooling ve.loci ty is less· than

about 200°C/min.
If the foil is heated to the austenitic r·egion care must be
exercised to avoid contamination during the thermal cyc1e) otherwise)
the concentration of interstitials will undoubtedly increase due to

-46- .
their rapid diffusion into the foil at high temperatures.
on martensite it may be necessary to use an experimental

For expeximents
stag~

.such as

that described by vrnelan (l) in order to obtain rapid cooling.
The crystallography of the shear transformation may be different
in foils than in bulk material since in the latter. case true three
.
. ( 40)
dimensional constraints impose boundary conditions.
Thus, in Nb-NbO
the habit plane was found to be (110) in thin foils, but (201) in bulk. (l 5)
Also, Pitsc-h ( 41 ) found .in Fe-C and Fe.-N alloys that the orientation·
relationships were.different from those observed for transformations in
bulk specimens.
Another factor is that the M temperature seems to be effectively
s

raised by thinning down (similar to the grain size effect).
on steels show that the thinnest.

~dges

Observations

of foils may be martensitic,

whereas the thicker· areas are'still austenitic.

This effect can also

be understood on the basis of the relaxation of the

bounda~y

conditions

in thin regions.
Stacking Fault Energy from Node Measurements
So far the only pure

metal~which

has been observed to have a low·

enough stacking fault energy to be measured using the node method (see
e.g. ref. 42) is silver.· Gallagher( 43) and Loretto et al.( 44 ) estimated
the stacking fault energy. from the formula( 45)

r =

n G b

W

2

(n

= 0.25

± 0.03 for screws

( 46)

)

· (where W is the inside radius of the node) and obtained average values
'
2
.
2
. at room temperature of 20 (± 6) ergs/em and 21 (± 7) ergs/em ,
! •
respectively.

Gallagher further measured the variation of

r

with

. temperature and found, as expected, that the stacking fault energy

-47varies 1hth temperature only .as the shear modulus and

li3 I) since vl

did

not chanc;e.
Although larger nodes are observed in alloys, due to their lower
stacking fault energy, and it.is easier to carry out hot stage work in
suchcases, difficulties in interpretation arise because of possible
atomic rearrangements at the node during heating, e.g. de-segregation
( 42)
.
or order-disorder. Swann
observed that nodes collapsed in copper
alloys on heating, but the causes for this phenomenon are incompletely·
understood at this time.
X.

CONCLUSIONS

High temperature electron microscopy provides

~uantitative,

·new

research and educational information and it is hoped that wider m;e will
be made of the technique.

Although only a few metallurgical applications

have been discussed here there is no reason why attempts should not be.
made to investigate ceramic systems.

Becau.se of the present difficulties

of accurately measuring the temperature of foils and because dynamic
events occurring in thin foils may not represent the behavior of bulk
,-····-

...

materials, it is essential to compare hot stage results with
\
. /
obtained from similarly treated bulk. samples.·

those~!
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Figure Captions
Figure l

Cross ·section of the hot stage cartridge for use in Siemens
Elmiskop I microscopes.

(1) pressu;e spring, (2) contact

yoke, (3) heating element, (4) furnace, (5) cap.

Courtesy

Siemens and Halske Ltd.
Figure 2

Photograph of microscope arranged for hot stage work and
cine recording of the image observed on the fluorescent
screen.

Figure 3

Temperature rise of specimen due to heating (ref. 10) ..

Figure 4

(a,b)

Temperature precalibration curves for the Siemens

hot stage (a) showing heating and cooling response, (b)
steady stage temperature vs. voltage•
Figure 5

Sketch showing arrangement for movie recording of dynamic
r

events.
Figure 6.

(a,b)

Bright and'dark field images showing formation of

zinc whiskers on grids due to volatilization of zinc from
a brass cap after heating at about 400°C .
. Figure 7
Figure 8

Sketch showing arrangement for micro-electropolishing.
Sketch showing orientation of

~pecimen

and diffraction

·patterns for (a) contrast work in two beam cases and (b)
exact orientations.
Figure 9

Notices is< 0 in (b).

Exact [111] orientation from a silicon crystal.

Notice

centers of· symmetry of Kikuchi pattern and spot pattern
coincide (compare to Fig. 8b).
Figure 10

(a)

Bright field image of stacking faults in cobalt; s

slightly positive.

·.

-53- .
'•

(b)

Sc.me area in dark field (gun tilt), s

= O. The bright

field image is symmetric whilst the dark field image is
asymmetric.

Notice the greater resolution of the

image, and that

g for

darl~

dark field is the negative of

field
for

g

bright field (see Fig. 12) ..

I

Figure 11

Rocking curves for transmitted beam (bright field) and
diffracted beam (dark field) computed from the two beam
dynamical theory with absorption (Howie and Whelan, ref. 22)
Courtesy Royal Society.

Figure 12

Showing that the operating reflection for dark

fie~d

(tilted

gun technique) is the negative of that for bright field.
Figure 13

Sketches illustrating changes in contrast on heating.
(a)

original, foil at s = 0.

(b)

on heating foil expands, s becomes > 0.

(c)

correction of (b) by tilting foil (to s = 0) ..

(d)

correction of (b) by tilting gun (to s = 0) .

Figure 14 · Diffraction from a·slightly buckled foil •. The lower part
shows the two half ..contours which will be observed in t}le
image.
Figure 15

One dimensional section through k space showing the energy
.
.
of a crystal as a function of the component k • The enerc;y
X

gap 6E c gives rise to extinction due
to interaction of
..
electron waves of energies Eo and E' (after Heidenreich( 23 )).
c
c
Figure

16

Showing increase in extinction distance due to heating,
silicon foil
(a)

262 reflection.

initial states close to zero (see diffraction pattern).

-54(b)

after 20 mins. at about 420°C.

Notice the number.of
temperature.

fringes.re~uces

by one at the high

The diffraction patterns show that the same

orientation has been maintained.

Some spherical aberration

is evident due to gun tilting (see Fig. 13d).
Figure 17

(a-c)

Showing·growth of e' phase on foil surfaces during

aging in the microscope at about 250°C.

In (c) the

temperature was raised whence e nucleated and e' dissolved.
In (d) the structure of an aged bulk specimen is shown for
comparison (aged 10 mins. 270°C).
Figure 18 ·

Se~uence

from movie film showing heterogeneous nucleation

of y' in Al-20% Ag·.

(a) foil at 500°C, (b) after quenching,

nucleation occurs on dislocations C, D, (c) growth of y'
plates.

Two orientations have developed at D.· The thickness

increases by nucleation of partia·l dislocations - notice
ledge at Lin (c).
Figure 19

Illu~trating
,

Courtesy Trans. AIME (ref. 4).

the reverse process shown in Fig. 18. •Tempera-

I

I

ture "' 500°.C ·time

se~uence

-.. . 0.2 sees.

Notice emissi.on of

dislocation upon complete dissolution (c,d).

Courtesy

Trans.-.AD1E (ref. 4).
Figure 20

Showing interconnected y' plates in Al-20% Ag.

Temp. "' 475°C.

The configuration unwinds after a partial dislocation E has
been nucleated near the stair-rod at A.
0.1 sec.
Figure 21

(a)

Time sequence

Courtesy Trans. AIME (ref. 4).

Rate of dissolution of y' plates in Al-20% Ag, from

which the diffusion coefficient D is calculated.

-55·(b)

Activation energy for dissolution of y' plates, data

obtained from Fig. 2la.
Figure 22

Courtesy Trans. AIME (ref. 4).

Seq_uence of heating P-doped [111] silicon foil.

The patches

are due to oxide films.

j.
i

(a)

before heating,·notice strain contrast from rods

lying along <110>.

(c)

T"' 450°C; some dissolution has occurred, but strain

images are retained.
(d)

....

= 220,

dark field diffraction pattern showing g

s

=0

is maintained; g is to the same side as 'the white parts of
strain contrast images, hence the strain field is vacancy
type.

Figure 23

(e)

T "' 700°C:

most of the rods have dissolved.

(f)

after cooling down; notice re-precipitation of rods.

Examples· of tempering thin foils of Fel30 Ni!0.3 martensitic
·steel inside the microscope
(a)

2 mins. at"' 200°C.

(b)

same area, temperature·raiaed to"' 280°C.

(c)

15 min. at "' 100°C; dark field showing twins with Fe

c

3

(white) on the twin planes.

!I ~

Figure 24

c due to beam heating.
3
Thin foil Fel30 Nij0.3C tempered in vacuum outside microscope.
(d)

growth of Fe

(a)

2 mins. at 200°C.

(b)

inset shows diffraction pattern of (a).

i

oriented Fe

c

3

spots.

(compare t~ Fig. 23a) ..
Notice

•• -·M'"-•·--~···

.~.:.:...~o.· .. -·----~
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Figure 25

Foils of same alloy prepared'from bulk specimen· tempered
.....

in vacuum outside microscope.
'·'

tempered 2 min. 200°C.

(a)

(compare to Figs. 23a, 24a).
I

'
\
.1

't·

(b)

dark field image of a cementite reflection shown in c.

(c)

diffraction pattern of (a) showing extra spots due to

Fe
Figure ·26

'

c.

3

Ordering reactions due to interstitials in the bee-metals.
(a)

domains on· (110} in Nb-0 observed during beam pulsed .

·heating experiments (ref. 15) . .

..
i

(b)

final stages of ordering showing domains in Ta-1.8 at.%C

observed dUring beam pulsed heating experiments (ref. 16):

''.

Figure 27 Sequence from movie film showing growth of loops by climb
in Al-5% Mg (ref. 5).
Figure 28

Sequence from movie film showing shrinking Frank and perfect
loops in Al-l% Mg.· Time sequence is indicated (ref. 35).

Figtire 29

Plot of growth rate of loops vs. [T°K]-l in Al-5% Mg alloy
(ref. 15).

Figure 30

Values for the activation energies for climb in Al and Al-IV"J.g
f

alloys.

The dotted line is

activation energies vs % Mg.

•

a suggested variation of the
The value for pure Al is from

ref. 2.
Figure 31

Plot of rate of shrinkage·of Frank and perfect loops in
·Al-l% ·Mg •. Such plots enable the activation-'energy for .climb
and the stacking fault energy to be determined (ref.

35)~·
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This report was prepared as an account of Government
sponsored work.
Neither the United States, nor the Comm1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
A.

Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness,
or usefulness of the information contained in this
report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report
may not infringe privately owned rights; or

B.

Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of,
or for damages resulting f~om the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in
this report.

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the
Commission'' includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract
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